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CALCULATION OF SOLAR WIND FLOWS
ABOUT TERRESTRIAL PLANETS
Stephen S. Stahara
John R. Spreiter
I. INTRODUCTION
This is the final summary report under Contract No. NASW-
3184 for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. All
of the important results of the research performed under this
contract have been reported in the open literature, both in
scientific journals and as technical papers at scientific
meetings, with appropriate acknowledgements to NASA support.
This summary report provides a statement of the problem studied,
a descriptive summary of the most important results, a reference
list and copies of all put-lications resulting from the research,
and a list of all participating scientific personnel.
2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM STUDIED
The problem toward which the research under this contract
was directed was the modelinq of the three-dimensional global
interaction of the solar wind with terrestrial planet magneto/
ionospheres. This was to be accomplished based on a continuum
rather than particle viewpoint. The theoretical method employed
is based on an established singie fluid, steady, dissipationless
magnetohydrodynamic model that is appropriate for the calcula-
tion of supersonic, super-Alfv6nic solar wind flow past magneto/
ionopause obstacle shapes tyT)ical of terrestrial planets. The
overall objective was the erablem . r.t of rational modeling
studies to be performed on the global solar wind interaction
problem for the Earth and other terrestrial planets. This would
involve the dPve1o ,_:lent and utilization of a multi-facited
computaticnal procEdure that embodies the theoretical model
and incorporates advanced numerical methods so as to enable more
general and detailed studies to be performed than heretofore
a^
.....} possible. Comparisons of predictions from the model were an L-
ipated both with existing theories where possible and with
observational results where available. Additionally, the model
was to be employed in several collaborative efforts with other
space scientists in which predictions from the model would both
E`	 augn ►ent other theoretical analysis and assist in interpreting
results and comparisons With observations.
3. SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT RESEARCH RESULTS
The important results obtained under this contract are
as follows.
3.1 Development and Verification of the Basic
Procedure for Predicting th-! Global Plasma and
Field Properties of the Three-Dimensional
Solar Wind Flow Past Terrestrial Planet
Magneto/Ionopause Obstacle Shapes
The basic theoretical model for predicting the global
interaction of the solar wind with terrestrial Flanet magneto/
ionospheres involves solution of the continuum partial differ-
ential equations of magnetohydrodynamics of a perfect gas
having infinite electrical conductivity and zero viscosity and
thermal conductivity which express the conservation of mass,
momentum, energy, and magnetic field. The computational
method developed to solve these equations is described in
detail in ref. 1. Briefly, two separate finite-difference
procedures are employed; one to treat the flow domain encom-
passing the bow shock and obstacle back to the terminator,
and another to treat the flow domain downstream of the termin-
ator. The reasons for doing this are discussed in ref. 1.
The result is the achievement of a computational efficiency
not possible by any other existing means.
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One of the fundamental tasks of this part of the study
was verification if the accuracy and range of validity of the
computational procedure. This verification was accomplished
through comparisons with other theoretical methods, and also
by exercising the procedure on computations for obstacle shapes
and solar wind flow conditions that span the entire range of
interest of applications to terrestrial planets within the
solar system. These results are reported in ref. 1 and
demonstrate both the accuracy and robustness of the procedures.
Finally, one of the most significant achievements of the
program %.as the incorporation of the entire computational
procedure embodying the theoretical method into a modular,
completely automated, user-friendly code. This permits any
general user access to the results of the model at very reason-
able computational cost. This feature of the effort is demon-
strated in ref. 1 where examples are provided of detailed maps
of the global 4nteraction region for all important plasma and
field variables.
3.2 Further Development and Evaluation of the
Predictive Model by Detailed Comparisons of
Plasma and Field Properties with
Observational Data
The advanced computational model that was developed
above was further refined and generalized. These developments
related to both obstacle shape geometry and oncoming solar
wind conditions and are detailed below.
A new family of obstacle shapes for solar wind/iono-
spheric interactions were determined which take account of
gravitational variation in the scale height. These results
are reported in ref. 2. A catalog of solar wind flows past
these new shapes were obtained and results are presented in
ref. 8. This catalog proved instrumental to a wide number of
investigators engaged in related solar wind studies.
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A significant refinement included in the computational
model under this task has been the allowance of an arbitrary
oncoming direction of the interplanetary solar wind. This
refinement is detailed in ref. 2. This feature has been
instrumental in showing that the asymmetry of the bow shock
at the Earth previously observed and attributed to magnetic
effects is either non-existent or at a level below that
measurable by current spacecraft instrumentation. These and
extensive related results employing the computational proce-
cures which further demonstrate the accuracy of the predic-
tive model are reported in refs. 4 and 5.
Finally, a provision for the determination of time
histories of plasma and field properties along an arbitrary
spacecraft trajectory has been incorporated into the computa-
tional model. This feature has proved invaluable n providing
theoretical results for direct comparisons with spacecraft
observations. Details of this provision and results of time
history comparisons with plasma and field data-from the Pioneer-
Venus spacecraft are provided in ref. 2. In particular, compar-
isons with magnetic field observations for several orbits at
quiet-time conditions are given and display very good agreement.
Because determination of the frozen magnetic field is the last
step in the computational model, its accurate prediction serves
a- a critical test of the correctness and accuracy of the
theoretical and computational models.
3.3 Collaborative Efforts Employing
Present Predictive Model
A number of collaborative efforts have been undertaken
with other space scientists in which predictions from the
present model have been employed to interprete observational
results as well as to augment other theoretical analyses. The
most extensive of these efforts has been with Dr. James A.
Slavin and Prof. R. E. Holzer at the Institute of Geophysics
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and Planetary Physics, UCLA. Results from the current pre-
dictive model provided the theoretical basis of an examination
of solar wind flows past all the terrestrial planets. This
was applied, first, to modeling the mean bow shock s' ,ape and
its position and is reported in ref. 4; and then to interpreting
these comparisons in light of both observations and previous
analyses (ref. 5). The results from this study reported in
refs. 4 and 5 represent the most detailed and comprehensive
study to date of the global interaction phenomena of the solar
wind with terrestrial planets, from the aspect of observations
of the bow shock position and shape. They both confirm and
verify the model's applicability to all terrestrial planets.
Another collaborative effort employing the current pre-
dictiv-- model was carried out with John D. Mihalov of the
Space Sciences Division at Ames Research Center. In that
effort, which formed the basis of Mr. Mihalov's dissertation
for Engineer's Degree from Stanford Uni-ersity, the predictive
model was employed in a series of calculations involving time
histories of detailed plasma and ma gnetic field properties in
the ionosheath region of Venus, and comparisons thereof with
observations from the Pioneer-Venus orbiter. These results
are reported in ref, b and also indicate the correctness of the
present model.
Finally, additional efforts have been underway with
Ms. Nancy Crocker of UCLA regarding ISEE observations, Dr.
William Knudsen of Lockheed Palo Alto Research Labs regarding
Pioneer-Venus velocity potential analyzer observations and
interpretations of the Venusian ionopause, and Dr. Janet
Luhmann of UCLA regarding magnetic field draping observations
at Venus.
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A NEW PREDICTIVE MODEL FOR DETEMINING SOLAR WDW-TEMSTRIAL PI,LN'.r.'. INTERACTIONS
John R. Spreiter
Division of Applied Mechanics, Stanford UnivLfaity. Stanford, California 94305
Stephen S. Stahara
Nielsen Engineering 6 Researcn, Mountain View, California 94043
Abstract. A computational model has been
developed for the determination of the gasdynamic
and magnetic field properties of the solar wind
flow around a magnetic planet, such as the earth,
or a nonmagnetic planet, such as Venus. The
procedures are based on an established single-
fluid, steady, dissipationless, magnetogasdynamic
model and are appropriate for the calculation of
axisymmetric, supersonic, super -AlfvEnic solar
wind flow past a planetary r-gneto / ionosphere.
Sample results are reported for a variety of
solar wind and planetary conditions. Some of
these are new applications; others are included
to show that the new procedures produce the same
results as previous procedures when applied to
the same conditions. The new methods are
completely automated and much more efficient and
versatile than those employed heretofore.
Introduction
The magr.etogasdynasic mode: for the inter-
action of the solar wind and a planetary magacto-
sphere, or ionosphere if the planet is nonmag-
netic, has been found to be of great utilit y in
the prediction and interpretation of observations
in space. The development of this model has a
long history stemming from the work of Spreiter
and Jones [1963], Dryer and rave-Petersen [1964,
19661, Spreiter and Sum ers ( 1966), Alksne [19611,,
Dryer and Heckman [ 1967), Spreiter et al. [ 1968,
19701, Alksne and Webster [ 1970], Spreite- and
Alksne [1965, 19701, and Spreiter and Rizzi
[1974]. Although the usefulness of the original
results is well established, there is mur_h to be
desired. Results have been calculated for only
a limited set of solar wind and planetary condi-
tions. Moreover, the original solutions bordered
on what was barely possible at th e time:, required
consideroble hand computation, and were extremely
laborious. Improvements in both numerical
methods and computer capabilities have now
rendered such procedures thoroughly obsolete,
both from the standpoint of efficiency of calcu-
latior_
 and generality of application.
To remedy this siituatior, a new, efficient
procedure has been developed that provides the
nw! ical solution for the streamlines, magnetic
field lines, and contours of density, speed,
temperature, and aagnetic field intensity
similar to those familiar from the original
literature. The basic theoretical model eaplol•ed
is that described by Spre . ter, Alkane. and their
colleagues in the work cited above. The present
solution makes full use of recent advances in
nonlinear computational fluid dynamics. These
advances include an algorithm of Beam and Warming
Copyright 1980 by the American Geophysical Union.
[1976] to determine the gr • ,&)ynamic flow near the
nose of the aagneto / ionopause. The remainder of
the flow field is calculated by using a method
developed by Kutler et al. ( 1973) and by Chaussee
et al. [ 1975]. The magnetic field is also calcu-
lated quite diffeaently than it was previously,
being based on the decomposition of Alkane tnd
Webster [1970). This paper presents an outline
of the principal features of the analysis and a
sample of the results. Complete details of the
computational procedures are provided by Stahara
et al. [1977].
Mathematical Model
The fundamental assumption of the present
work ane all of the geophysical work cited above
is that the average bulk properties of solar
wind flow around a planetary magneto /ionosphere
can be described adequately by solutions of the
continuum equations of magnetogascynamics of a
perfect gas having infinite electrical conduc-
ti.vity and zero viscosity and thermal conduc-
tivity. These equations, which express the
conservation of mass, momentum, energy, and
magnetic field, are given by the following
expressions:
	
at + ax (cVk )	 0	 (1)k
B B
at 
(oVI ) 7 axk (o` iVk + p6	 k
	
ik	 4n
By	
gigk	 2
+ Br aik + 4xG	 8•G 6i.k)	
0	 (Z)
2	 2
at ( 2 + Fe + pC + gt, )
1.
	
+ as (pVk (^ + e + E + 4) + S k^ 0	 (3)
LL
	 as
at	 s.- (ViBk - VkBi),	 ax
	
0	 (4)
xk	 1
where
Is
	
at
	
Sk 4n (V b 2k	 - BkV iB i )	 (5)
and the equation of state of a perfect gas is
given by
p - eK	 (6)
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In accordance with standard usage the symbols c,
p, V. T, e - C T, and h - e+p/, - C T refer to
the density, pressure, velocity, to! :rature,
internal energy, and enthalpy; C v and C refer to
the specific heats at cc ,stant volume aid pres-
sure; R - (C -C )_ - 8 .31x!0 7 ergs / g 'K is the
universal gag constant, and	 represents the
mean molecular weight nondimensionalized so that
- - 16 for atomic oxygen. For fully ionized
hydrogen,	 is thus 1/ 1 . The magnetic field B
and the Poynting vector S for the '_lux of electro-
magnetic energy are in Gaussian units. The
gravitational potential 0 and acceleration B are
assumed to be due to missive fixed bodies so that
their time lerivatives are zero. Because of the
omission of dissipative terms in these equations,
surfaces of discontinuity may develop in Lhe
solution, across which the fluid and magnetic
properties change abruptly, but in such a way
that mass, momentum, magnetic flux, and energy
are conserved. These are approximations to
comparatively thin layers across which similar
changes in the fluid and magnetic properties
occur in the corresponding theory of a dissi-
pative gas and correspond 1,hysically to the bow
wave, magneto / ionosphere boundary, and possible
other thin regions of rapidly changing prn•:rties.
The shape of tt•e magnetolionospheric obstacle,
assumed to be axisymmetric about a line through
the planet center extending parallel to the
free-stream solar wind velocity vector, may ^)e
specified in either of twc ways: by a numerical
table of coordinates or by use of simplified
models from the cited references, which enable
the calculation of approximate u.lgneto/ionopause
shapes upon specification of a small number of
solar wind and planetary magnetic field or iono-
spheric parameters.
For ! .e earth or other magnetic planets having
a dipole field this shape is obtained by rotating
the equatorial trace of the three-dimensional
magnetosphere surface determined by balancing
the Newtonian pressure p - Kc V2 cos 2 ;; against
the magnetic pressure due to If times Vhe tangen-
tial component of the dipole field. Here, K and
f are constants usuall y
 taken to be unit y (see
Spreiter (1976) for a discussion), ^ and V are
the density and velocity of the solar wind, the
subscript - refers to conditions in the incident
stream upstream of the bow wave, and vo is the
angle Between V and the normal to the magneto-
pause. These considerations lead to the
following differential equation for the geocen-
tric distance to the magnetopause r as a func-
tion of geomagnetic longitude d, measured in
such a way that C is equal to x/2 at the magneto-
sphere nose and increases to 3-/2 as one moves
around the flank of i_he magnetosphere to the
remote tail (Bearo., 19601J:
^--
dt	 i6 sin C cos	 +	 r 6 - 1
m - r
	
m	 m	 (7)
di	 m	
r6 cos 2 : -1
m
r/2 < 9 < 3r/2
In this equation, r
m	 m
- r /G ,
D - ae(f2B 2 12vYc. ?)I / 6 is the geocentric
distance to the magnetosphere nose, where a
refers to the radius of the earth, and Beq eb the
average intensity of the field at-the geomagnetic
equator.
For a nonmagnetic planet having a sufficiently
dense ionosphere to withhold the solar wind, such
as Venus appears to be most of the time, the
ionopause shape is determined by balancing the
Newtonian pressure and the ionospheric pressure
approximated by
( r-r
p - PR exp l- H R J	 (8)
aerivea tram li j -iii by assuwing steady condi-
tions, negligible velocity and magnetic field,
and a constant ionospheric scale height H- kT/mg,
where k - 1.38 x 10-16 ergs /°K is Boltzmann's
constant, m is the mean mo:ecular mass, and PR
is the pressure at some reference radius rR.
These considerations lead to the following differ-
ential equaticn for the coordinates r i of thr
ionopause as a function of angle ° f-om t:.e
ionopause nose as measured at the planetary
center (Spreiter et al , 1970):
c:ri	 sir. 2t -	 -
r1	 (. - sin2;:	 —	
0 < - <
(9)
in which .".•• exp (-( r i - Ro)/H), where RC is the-
value of r i at the ionopause nose where 6 - 0.
A family of ionopause shapes can be obtained by
integrating ( 9) for different values of H/Ro.
Appropriate values of H/Ro for application to
Venus and Mars appear to be in the range from
0.01 to 0.30.
Tl+o important parameters which characterize
the solar wind flow in the magnetogasdynamic
model are the free-stream values for the Mach
number M - V/a and the Alfv6n Mach number
MA - V/A, in which a - (y P/0)112 is the speed
of sound, A is the AlfvEn speed A - (B2/4x:)1;2,
and r is the ratio of specific heats, usually
taken to be 5/3 in solar wind applications.
Because MA_ is typically greater than 5 in the
solar wind, an important simplification may be
introduced on the basis that for large !,OA_ the
magnetic terms in the momentum and energy equa-
tions (2) and (3) are generally sufficiently
small compared with the gasdynamic terms that
they may be disregarded therein. This decouples
the solution for the fl.iid motion from the
magnetic field, which may be calculated subse-
quently by using the induction equation (4) and
values for V_ already calculated.
Although few detailed comparisons have been
made, other than those of Spreiter and Rizzi
(1974), which made use of their complete magneto-
gasdynamic numerical solution for the special
case of aligned flow, it ^s gene-all-,- regarded
that the magnetic field calculated in this way
repr.; _uces the broad characteristics of observa-
tions. Hnwever, the process indicates magnetic
field strengths that may be too large immediately
outside the magnetopause. Zvan and Wolf [1976)
have made an interesting analysis of conditions
in this tegion and concluded that the strong
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sagnetic fields would drive the ,plasma out along
the field lines and produce a thin region of
depleted plasma density. Crooker and Siscoe
[1977] have shown further that an observed
anisotrop y
 of the magnetosheath pressure occurs
naturally from a mirror instability of the
resulting flow
	 the magnetic flux tubes.
Nefthtr o` these properties nor any represents-
.:-. of the long discussed possibility of
maFrc:ic merging at the magnetopcuse are captured
t. the present model, but the ready ability to
genera' ,
 our solutions for any specified condi-
tions should aid in further study of such pheno-
me. a.
Calculation of the :asay .xaric Flow Properties
The gasdynamic equations for supersonic flow
past a blun t-nosed obstacle representative of a
planeta r y magneto / ionosphere are solved most
effectively by using one method for the nose
region, where the flow accelerates from subsonic
to supersonic speeds, and another for the
remaining region, where the flow is purely
supersonic. In the present work the solution
for the nost region is calculated bti usinE a
new axisymmetric implicit ureteady Eulex •quatiorn
solver (LIT), which dei.e.nxf.nes the steady state
solution tc a lime-mar(hing procedure. The
remainder of the so!.-.	 is calculated bN
using a shock-ca;tu	 :,.:,:hing procedure (5CT),
wti_h spatia'_i; n'• „ces thi> solution downstream
as far as req.:_rei Ly sclving the steady Euler
ecua _ons.
Implicit U nsteady Euler Equation Solutio n.
fz)r the Nose Region.
The partial differential equations employed ir.
the implicit code are the unsteady gasdynamic
E.::er equations cerived from (1)-(3) by deleting
the magnet' and gravitational terms and special-
izing for axisymmetric flows. Lpon introduction
cf the generalized independent variable trans-
formation. - - T,E - E(T,X,R), these equations
ma y be written as
(V'/J) + I (ETU. + ;Xr + r
+ [ (^,TU: + r,XE + -RF)/J] r + G - 0	 (10)
where
ou
ou	 p+:,u1
V -
	 E
cv	 uv
.e	 (cet+p)_
(11)
:v ^	 C 
our .	 l	 ou,..
F -
	p+c v'
2G 
- RJ	 ov2
e t +p)%
J	
(cet+p)v
and J- r,	 - E rX is the transformatio:
Jacobian. Bn these equations, T denotes tine,
X the axial downstream coordinate, and R the
cylindrical radial distance: u and v are the
velocity components in the X and R directions;
at - p/(o (Y-1)) + (u + v2 ) /2 and subscripts
denote partial derivatives with respect to the
Indicated variable.
The analysis commences by introducing a compu-
tational mesh in polar (r,8) coordinates such
thht one family of coordinates consists of rays
from the planetary center spaced at equal incre-
ments of 8 measured from the obstacle nose an4
the other of curved lines intersecting each ray
so as to divide the portion of it between the
magneto/ionopause and the shock wave into a
fired number of equal segments.	 The coordi-
nate transformation equation is then used to
ma ,> the portion of the X,R,T physical space
bounded by (1) the bow wave, (2) the downstream
outflow boundary at 8 - e/1, (3) the obstacle
surface, and (4) the stagnation streamline at
E - 0 into a rectangle in the E, n, t camputa-
tional space as illustrated in Figure 1. Gene--
ally, the transformation metrics at a_ach time
step are not known beforehand and must be de-er-
mined numerically ac part of the solution.
Integration step size is established by using
the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrices A and B,
where A BE/aL, B - W a6, and also where
U/J,
	 - (ETV + EXE + ERF/J, and
F - (nTl:	 nXE + nRF)/J.
Boundary conditions for a properly posed
mathematical problem are that the flow satisfy
the axisymmetric Rankine-Hugoniot shock relations
derivable from equation (10) along item 1 above,
be entirely supersonic along item 2 above, be
parallel to items 3 and 4 above, and Le symmetric
about it= 4 above. Init%al conditions are
determined by use of an approximating formula
for the coordinates of the bow shock wave,
dependent on Y, Mm , and the shape of the obstacle,
and by prescribing a Newtonian pressure distri-
butic) on the obstacle. The remainder of the
initial properties on the obstacle surface can
then be determined from the conditions that t,e
flow must be tangential to the surface and
possess constant entropy. A linear variation
for the flow properties between the bow shock
and the obstacle is then prescri'ied. This
provides the initial flow field, •which is ther.
integrated in a time asymptotic fashion until
the steady state solution is obtained.
The basic numerical algorithm used in the DIP
code was developed by Beam and Harming [1976]
and is second-order accurate, noniterative and
i
2
lrtrior
	
T , T
	
S
C ,^fT X A
c	 r
Physical plane
	 Co►rmtotion plane
Fig. 1. Transformation from pbysical domain to
rectangular domain.
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Fig: 2• Comparison of flow properties predicted
by present implicit method with other techniques
and experiment for s .-versonic flow past a sphere;
M - 4.926, y 
- 
1.4. (a) Stagnation line density.
(t) Surface pressure. (c) Shock standoff
distance.
spatially factored. In particular, the 'delta
form' with Euler time differencing is employed.
When applied to ( 10), the algorithm assumes the
form
(I + Dt6 fin )(I + Lr6^in )(C
n+"
 - l'n)
	
- L,(< < En + 6 Fn + G)	 (12)
where A and H are the Jacobiar. matrices, I is the
identity matrix, 6 and 6 are second-order,
central difference^rperat;rs, ['n+1 
- 
C(nt :), and
? is the integration step size.
Equation (12) is solved at the interior points
only. It requires two 4x4 block tridiagenal
inversions at each time step of the integration.
The solution proceeds as follows:
1. Define LL - L ' l - Un
2. Form the right -hand side of (12), and store
	
results in the 1:	 array.
3. Apply smoothing Ln+1 - tn+l _ (E ! 8)S J.
L. Define L' - (I + Gt6 Bn )GC, and solve the
matrix equation (I + et6 EAJn )G - rn+l for L',
storing the result in the Ln+l array.
5. solve the matrix equation
(I + .".t 6 rlFm, - U-+I for G[:.
6. Obtain the values of 0+1 from the
relation On+` - 6G + Cn.
7. Transfer the contents of 
0+1 to Un , and
repeat all steps until satisfactory convergence
is attained.
S is a fourth-order smoothing term introduced
to eliminate nonlinear stabilities that may arise,
since the use of central differeeces in the
spatial directions results in a neutrally stable
algorithm.
At the boundaries, modification of the differ-
encing algorithm to account for the particular
conditions described above is accomplished as
follows. The obstacle surface flow tangency
condition is incorporated through the use of
Kentzer ' s [1970] scheme, while at the symmetry
plane the variables are reflected according L,
whether they are odd or even. At the outflow
boundary, where the flow is entirely supersonic,
the dependent variables are d :termined by extra-
polation from the adjacent interior points. For
the upstream bo...mdary, formed by the bow shock
wave, the sharp discontinuity approach of Thomas
et al. ( 1972] is used. The interior flow field
bounded by there various boundaries is treated
in shock-capturing fashi ,)n and therefore allows
for the correct formation of secondary internal
shocks should any occur.
Shock-Capturing 4arching Solutio n
for the Downstream Solution
The shock-capturing technique of Kutler et al.
[1973] and Chaussee et al. [1975] employed herein
is based on the set of four equations for steady
axisymmetric flow obtained from (10) and (11) by
20- Present thecry
- Inverse method
c_
^- Sor,c
ones80. shod
4 ^ —
i
C5- Mognetospnere)
boindory
t
(o)
	
5-	 --
	
4-	 Sot. shot n
	
O 3-	 Mo9ne,osoere-
Fm 2	 bamdw y -
- oresen! theory
- inverse method
D0	 -05 -1G
Ibi
Fig. 3. Comparison of implicit and inverse
methods for shock shape and sonic line location
and density distribution along bow shock and
magnetosphere boundary for K - 8, y - 5/3 flow
past the rotated equatorial trace of the magneto-
pause. (a) Shock shape and sonic line location.
(b) Density distribution.
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setting the t derivatives to zero. The fourth
of this set of equations, which represents
conservation of total energy pe . can be
Integrated to obtain the relatiK h - e t + p/c
const for the total enthalpy per unit mass.
The computational mesh is defined by lines of
constant X and (r-r h MR -Rb ) where Pb and Rs
are functions of X Shat Sescribe the radial
cylindrical coordinates of the magneto / ionopause
mad bow shock wave at the same X as the field
point (X,R) illustrated in Figure 1. The three
remaining partia. differential equations for
cooservation of maa6 and of axial and radial
momentum are then transformed to a rectangular
computational space by E - X, n - (R-Rb )/(R-Rb)
to obtain
aC + en 
+ G - 0
	 113)
where
E - E
F - ?F - [^ ich + r a°(R s
 - Rb )j;i( Rs - Rb)
G - 
G+	 E	 e ( Rs - R-)
R s
 - Rb
(14)
The finite difference counterpart of (13) is
integrated with respect to the hyperbolic coordi-
nate E to yield values for the conservative
variable E. Subsequent to each integration step
the physical flow variables p, o, u, and v must
be decoded from the components a of E. This
necessitates the solution of four simultaneous,
nonlinear equations and is facilitated by using
the relations v - e 3 /e l , p - e 2 - e I u, c - el/u,
22
-111oemea shape
20-
— — —Fr ee	 surface
9
Embeaoe: s^Dso^c	 -
pmkv Jnoenroa
16 surface on y'	 -
fEnoeaae:
Iia. sn oc^C floe mkXM
\	 `2-
0- 1	 -
os -
06-
/	 Son-;	 I ne (bcrn	 free
04 ona moe'lec	 s.r•foce	 -
%/D
Fig.	 4.	 haw •hock and embedded shock locations
for solar wind flow with M- - 5, Y - 5/3 past the
rotated principal meridian of the magnetopause.
-1nes+rfed mope
CL ,
	
\	 - - -arse s+rfpca
c^
K X a: 5C 61 1 K %A ay
Fig. 5. Magnetopause pressure coefficients for
the principal meridian magnetopause shapes showy.
in Figure 4.
and h - Y /(Y -1)(p/o) to determine the following
quadratic equation for u:
2	 e2	
1
-e u)	 a 112
Y2 + -1	
el 	 Ju - ht + le1J
	
(7^Tj 	
2
	
2(Y1) u2 + 	u - ht + lel
'
- 0 (15)
Two roots exist; one corresponds to subsonic flow
and is discarded, since u is always supersonic
in the presen t
 application, while the other corre-
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Fig. 6. Variation of shock standoff distance
with oncoming Mach number and ratio of specific
heats for various magneto /ionopause traces as
dete;mined by ttie present Implicit procedure.
(a) Magnetopaur * equatorial trace. (b) Ionopause
trace -H/R0 - 0 . 01. (c) Ionopause trace
-H/R - 0.5.
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Fig. 7. Shock shapes for various supersonic
flows past the rotated equatorial trace of the
magnetopsuse; combined near (blunt body) and
far (marching) soluti:ns.
&ponds to supersonic flow and gives the desired
solution.
Since only the bow shock wave is treated as a
sharp discontinuity and any others that may be
present are 'captured' by the difference algo-
rittr selection of the appropria _e finite
differ ence scheme to advance the calculation in
the E direction is of prime importance. As in
the blunt body aerodyn+!m ic analysis of ttutler et
al. (1973] and Chaussee et al. ( 1975], the numer-
ical integration of (13) is accomplised by using
the finite difference predictor -corrector scheme
of MacCormack ( 1969] the most efficient second-
order algorithm for •hock-capturing calculations.
Calculation of the Streamlines
The streamlines are determined by integrating
trajectories through the know velocity field, as
this procedure was found to be more accurate than
the alternative suss flow calculation. The calcu-
lation of a particular streamline is initiated
at the bow shock, where its slope is calculated
with an exact gasdynamic relation contained impli-
citly in both the blunt body (M) and marching
(SCT) solution, and continued by stepwise inte-
gration in X using a modified third-order Euler
predictor -corrector method. Bivariste linear
interpolation from the flow field grid points is
employed to obtain the velocity components (u,v)
required at the stepwise points along the stream-
line trajectory.
Calculation of the Magnetic Field
With the flow properties known from the gasdy-
namic solution, calculation of t:ie magnetic field
B proceeds by integrating the steady state
counterpart of (4). commonly interpreteC as indi-
F
-.
_ —	 I
-z	 C	 z	 .	 6	 "0	 z i.	 id	 6
Fig. 8. Shock shape for MT 8, y	 5/3 flow
past an ionopause shape with H/K 	 0.1: combined
near ( blunt body) and far (marching) field solu-
tions.
e.
r
Fig. 9a. Streamline map for M^ - 8.0, 1 - 5/3
flow past the rotated equatorial trace of the
aagnetopause: tvabined blunt body and marching
flow field.
cati.ng that the field lines move with the fluid.
This leads to a straightforward calculation in
which the vector distaLae from each point on an
arbitrarily selected field line to its corre-
sponding point on an adjacent field line in the
downstream direction is determined by numerically
integrating IV dt over a fixed tine interval 6t.
Once the coordinates of the field lines are
determined, the magnetic field at any point may
be calculated from the relation
@/JEW 1 - pat /(D JAL 1). where Al is the vector
length of a small element of a flu: tube.
Such a procedure is valid generally, but its
use in tl.e present calculations is confined to
only one component of the magnetic field. The
other components are determined by use of the
Alkane and Webster (1970] decomposition dependent
upon the axisymmetric properties of the gaedynamic
solution and the linearity of the magnetic equa-
tions.
Calculation of the Contour Lines
Contours are calculated for nondimensionalized
velocity IVY/V . , density p / p m , and magnetic field
e..
YE-OC:' • • A V•
4,.
I
Lf. 1A	 `^, ^
Fig. 9b. Velocity mal, for M 8.0, y 5/3 flow
Past the rotated equatorial trace of the magneto-
pause: combined blunt body and marching flow
field.
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:ccponents (B/E s ) and (B/B. ) 1 by application of
a searching procedure. After a value for the
.a,:aur line is specified, the shock boundary is
aearrhad for intervals which bracket the selected
ra.- • . ,after one such point 1s located by inter-
the remainder of the contour is deter-
D% 'walking' around the contour, searching
,stn step for the interval and then interpo-
tc find the point throu¢h which the contour
passes" This is repeated until a boundary
:s rerched. The closed contours are
in  similar manner. Linear interpolation.
. used throughout the process. The coordinatt:,
;necontour lines are output as listings, pet,
.s. or both.
Results and Discussion
:c verif y the correctness of the new procedures
ar._ to demonstrate their capability for calcula-
ting solar wind flows for a variet y of conditions,
a large number of Lest cases have been run, and
a sazp:c Nave been evaluated by comparison with
. ^ :oucl y available theoretical and experimental
rrs - ::s. Figure 2 presents such a comparison for
s_:t rsoni, flow of air (-V -1.4) past a sphere at
• ­ 92b. The variation of density along the
scaEna:1:^ stream'.ine is provided in Figure2a,
.:.::t tiie variations of surface pressure p  and
6, . p standoff distance L with angular distanct
:-s the nose are given in Figures 2b and 2c. In
:h.,. and similar comparisons the results provided
:h. new ,rocedures are in essentiall y
 perfect
agreement with those of previous numerical solu-
::ons an. experiment.
Figure 3 exhibits a comparison of results
predicted by the present method with those
-t;f , na:ly calculated by Spreiter et al. [1966,
.Yb!! ,
 for the same solar wind and magnetosphere
.onditions, using the inverse method o f Inouve
ant Lomax [1962; for the blunt nose region. and
:he method of characteristics for the downstreaz
supersonic region. Figure 3a displays the loca-
tlons of the bow wave and sonic line for flow
past the equatorial trace of the magnetopause
for M
.
	8 and 1 - 5/3. The densit y distribution.
alon& - the magnetosphere boundary and along tht
S.
3
t.
1.	 ••_« -1• ^_ Wit- _ .._^f. _-_ ^	 -!.
Fig. 9c. Temperature map for M - 8.0, r - 5/3
flow past the rotated equatorial trace of the
sagnetopause: combined blunt body and marching
flow field.
Fig. 96. Density map for Ma	 8.0,	 5/3 flow
past the rotated equatorial trace of the magneto-
pause. combined blunt body And marching floc
field.
shock wave are given in Figu. •  3b. Esaen.tially
perfect agreement is obtained between the present
implicit technique and the invereoe method.
Similarl y perfect agreement has been obtained
with all of the results presented previously in
the cited references by Spreiter and his
colleagues. The present method is, however, both
more efficient and more versatile.
Figures 4 and 5 prese— ne- results that illus-
trate the geometric flexibility of the present
bolution and its ability to capture embedded
shock waves as well as the bow shock, a feature
which the inverse method cannot duplicate. This
case is for M- - 5 and I - 5/3 flow around the
axisymmetric shape generated by rotating the
principal meridian of an indented magnetopause
tbout its axis and may be compared with an experi-
mental test by Spreiter et al. [ 1:68;. This
particular profile shape, derived by Spreiter
and Briggs [19621 from the Beard [1960 1 approxi-
mation to the classical Chapman and Ferraro 11931'
theory, contains a pranounced dent with a concave
corner in the vicinit} of a magnetic neutral
point. Spreiter and Summers [1967] argued that
the presence of an embedded shock wave would make
it impossible for the magnetosheath plasma to
follow such an Ind- tited contour and that there
would form instead : free surface approximating.
in the meridian plant .
 a tangent line across the
indentation and capping at.. embeddeJ cusp region.
Figure 4 presents results for both the indented
and the free surfaces, denoted by solid and dashed
lines. For the indented surface a shock wave
is located on the body Lt approximately E - 80`,
just as in the experiment, while for the free
surface the pressure coefficienr displays an
approximately constant value as anticipated.
Finally, we note that the calculation of a
supersonic flow with an embedded shock and subse-
quent subsonic pocket provides a severe test for
any blunt body procedure. The ability of the
present code to provide convergent results for
such a flow demonstrates the capability for
further extension and application to sore general
i:ed profiles than was heretofore possible.
As a final illustration of the range of condi-
tions for which the implicit code has been tested.
Figure 6 summearises results for the shock standoff
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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distance provided by the gasdynamic calculations
for three values for t for three different
magneto / ionopause shapes and a range of values
for M. from 3 to 25. These conditions span the
range of interest of geometrical and solar wind
conditions for which the comp ,iter programs devel-
oped herein would be normally applied.
In order to confiim the ability of the march-
ing code to continue the solution to some arbi-
trarily specified downstream location, solutions
have been carried far downstream for a wide
variety of cases typical of solar wind inter-
actions. Figure 7 exhibits the location of the
bow wave downstream from the nose region to
x/D - -11 for flows with y - 5/3 and Mm - 3. S.
and 25 past the rotated equatorial trace of the
magnetopause. For this calculation, starting
conditions for the marching code (SCT) are provi-
ded by the blunt body (IMP) code on the line
x/D - 0.0, which is the usual location at which
the two solutions are joined by the computer
program. The marching code then determines the
remainder of the flow field back to the speci-
fied downstream location. Since for the shapes
=onsidere6 herein, the downstream flows are quite
smooth, the marching calculation is very effi-
cient (less than 30s, CDC 7600, OPT-2 compiler).
Similar results are presented in Figure 8 for
M - 8 and y - 5/3 flow past an ionopause shape with
3.
'A
OR -0.1. Those reRalts have been carried on
x/Ra - -20 in keeping with the observation that ao
for Venusand liars is only slightly greater than
the planetary radius, whereas for the earth, D is
of the order of 10 earth radii.
To illustra% p the capability of the present
procedures to determine streamlines, contour maps
of various flow properties, and magnetic field
lines and contours, as well as to demonstrate the
automated plotting capability for displaying these
results, Figures 9 and 10 have been prepared.
Figure 9 illustrates the computer-gene:aced
streamline locations and contour maps of velocity
ratio V/V^, temperature ratio T/T- , &,,.d density
ratio c/o
-
 for the complete near- and far-field
flow about the equatorial trace of the magneto-
sphere for M- -8 and y -5/3. Based on this gasdy-
namic solution, Figure 10 exhibits the corre-
sponding results for the magnetic field (B/B-)1
and (B/B )„ in the plane of magnetic syssetry for
B- parallel and perpendicular to V . . In addition
io demonstrating the overall smoothness of the
computed results these two figures illustrate the
ability of the present techniques to provide the
completely automated production of report quality
plots of both gasdynamic and magnetic field
properties for solar wind flows past axis}nmmetric
magneto-ionopause shapes.
Concluding Remarks
Advanced numerical techniques have been
applied to produce an efficient operational
computer solution for the well-established dissi-
pationless magnetogasdynamic model for axisymme-
tric, supersonic, super-Alfvdnic solar wind flow
past either magnetic or nonmagnetic terrestrial
planets. The solution consists of the following
assemblage of computer codes; (1) bluut body code,
to determine the gaadynamic solution near the
magneto/ionopause nose, (2) marching code, to
determine the gasdynamic solution downstream of
the magneto/ionopause nose, (3) streamline code,
to determine coordinates of flow field stream-
lines, (4) magnetic field code, to cetermine
frozen-in magnetic field, (5) contour code, to
determine coordinates of contour lines of flow
and magnetic field properties, and (6) plotting
code, to plot selected flow and magnetic field
results.
Comparisons are reported which demonstrate
the accuracy of the present techniques by compar-
ison with previously established theoretical
methods and with experimental data. New results
are presented for a variety of solar wind flows
which illustrate the flexibility and generality of
the methods.
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A^stract. Advanced computational procedures
are a;-,lied to an improved model of solar wind
;;ow past Venus to calculate the locations of the
lonopause and bow wave and the properties of the
!:owing ionosheath plasma in the intervening
region. The theoretical method is based on a
single-fluid, steady, dissipationless, magneto-
, %:erodynamic continuum model and is appropriate
fcr the cale,ilation of axisymmetric supersonic,
super-Alfvenic solar wind flow past a nonmagnetic
;:anet possessing a sufficiently dense ionosphere
stand off the flowing plasma above the subsolar
- ...: and elsewhere. Determination of time
.:stories of plasma and magnetic field properties
along an arbitrary spacecraft trajectory and
provision for an arbitrary oncoming direction of
:nt Interplanetary solar wind have been incor-
.cra:ed in the model. An outline is provided of
:nt underlying theory and computational procedures,
and sample comparisons of the results are pre-
sented with observations from the p ioneer Venus
:rt:ter.
Introduction
The magn.etohydrodynanic model of Spreiter et al.
:Q70; for solar wind flow around the Venus iono-
s:here, stemming from the closely related earlier
studies for the earth and its magnetosphere
! Spreiter, 1976; Spreiter and Jones, 1963;
Spreiter and Rizzi, 1974; Spreiter et al., 1966,
:965, 1970; Drier and Faye-Peterson, 1966; Dryer
and Heckman, 1967], provides a theoretical basis
for the understanding and fnt p rpretation of
observations from the viewpoint of a fluid rather
than a particle description of the flow, The
basic pattern for the associated calculations
using this model was established by Spreiter et
al. 11966] for the case of the earth, or any other
planet with a dominant dipole magnetic field; and
by Spreiter et al. [1970] for the case of Venus
and Mars, or any other planet with no significant
magnetic field but a sufficiently dense ionosphere
tc stand off the solar wind above the planetary
surface. This consists of (1) representing the
magnetopause or ionopause by a magnetohydrodynamic
tangential discontinuity, (2) solving for the
shape of the magnetospheric or ionospheric
obstacle using simplified approximations for the
pressure of the deflected solar wind flow at the
obstacle boundary and for the planetary magnetic
and atmospheric prope-.:es, „i) solving for the
location of the bow ua.e and for the density,
velocity, pressure, and temperature throughout
the flow as a gasdynamic problem, disregarding
the electromagnetic forces because of the charac-
teristically high values of the free-stream
Copyright 1980 by the American Geophysical Union.
Paper number 80A0479.
0146-0227/80/080A-0479501.00
A1fvdn Mach number, and fit.ally (4) calculating
the magnetic field as a frozen-in convected field
assuming that the other fluid properties are
provided sufficiently accurately by the gas-
dynamic solution.
Prior to the work reported recently by Stahata
at al. [1977], the utility of this model was
severely restricted because results were avail-
able only in the form of plots in archival
journals for a limited set of solar wind and
planetary conditions. Results for intermediate
points or for other conditions had to be deter-
mined by interpolation. Stahata at al. [1977]
improved on the basic model in many significant
ways. New and more effective algorithms were
introduced to perform the calculations, enabling
the determination of results for a wide range of
specific conditions typical of solar wind/
terrestrial planet interactious for both magnetic
and nonmagnetic planets.
In the current work summarised here, that model
has been extended and generalized in several
important directions. These include (1) extension
of the gasdynamic capability for treating free-
stream Mach numbers as low as Mm - 2, (2) devel-
opment of a new family of ionopause shapes which
includes the effect of gravitational variation in
scale height of the ionosphere, and (3) develop-
ment of the capability for readily determining
the plasma properties aloag an arbitrary space-
craft trajectory, simultaneously accounting for
an arbitrary direction for the incident solar
wind relative to a chosen coordinate system.
The Mathematical Model - Formulation
of the Fluid Representation
The fundamental assumption underlying the
present work and that reported in all of the
references cited above is that many properties
of solar wind flow around a planetary magneto/
ionosphere can be adequately described by the
continuum equations of magnetohydrodynamics for
single-component perfect gas having infinite
electrical conductivity and zero viscosity and
thermal conductivity.
Governing Equations
The magnetohydrodynamic equations for the
conservation of mass, momentum, energy, and
magnetic field are as follows:
a+ a k (wk) 0	 (1)
Iet (ov i ) + 3xk 	 ivk p6 ik _ 4rk
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8w lk	 4,G	 8"G ik)
2	 2l
T + ae + 0 0 + N-
I1
1 v
xk 	l'	 +'
+B i 	a	 3Bi
:t	 3	 (viBk - v
k B i } '	 ?x	 0	 (+)
i
where
g i - -	 I3xoSk - 4r 	 k	 kivB2- BvBil	
(S)
i 
and th.? e quation of state of a perfect gas is
giver. ?hy
P	
CRT	 (6)
w
In these equations and those to follow, the
symbols :, P. v, T, e - CvT, and h - C pT refer
the density, pressure, velocity, temperature,
internal energy, and enthalpy, and C. and 4p
refer to the specific heats at constant volume
and pressure in the usual way. The symbol
R - (Cp-Cv)M - 8.3 . 10' erg/g * K is the universal
gas constant, and M is the mean molecular weight
nondimensionalized so that M - 16 for-atomic
oxygen. For fully ionized hydrogen, M is thus
1/:. The magnetic field @ and the Povnting vector
S for the flux of electromagnetic energy are
expressed in terms of Gaussian units. The
gravitational potential 6 and acceleration of
grav'ty 6 are assumea to be due to massive fixed
bodies so that their time derivatives are zero.
G - b.67 . 10 acm ? !g s-' is the gravitational con-
stant. These equations apply in the region
exterior to the ionosphere boundary, as shown in
Future 1, and also in a degenerate sense in the
ionosphere.
Because of the omission of dissipative terms
ir, these equations, surfaces ^i discontinuity may
develop in the solution, across which the fluid
magnetic propert: s change abruptly, bu- in such
a wav that mass momentum, energy, and magnetic
flvzt are conserved. These are approximations to
comparatively thin surfaces across which similar
but continuous changes in the fluid and magnetic
properties occur in the corresponding theory of a
dissipative gas, and they correspond physically
to the bow wave. lonoiphere houndary, and possibly
other thin regions of -apidly changing properties.
The conservation of mass, momentum, energy, and
mss..etic tlux lead to the following relations
between the quantities on t he two s des of any
such discontinuity:
	
(cv") - 0	 (r)
n
ioY
	
vn 
+ (p +8 /8e)n-BnB t / 4 R) - 0	 (8)
rr	
2l
Ly n ^2 v`+oe^ P+4nj
B	 )
(	 B	
(y^l	 n	 B J -+ .n 	 ;p + 8- -	 4.	 J	 0	 (9)
! B • v * - B	 • v 1	 0	 (10)
tt	 n	 n	 -t'
Here, ( n, t) denote unit vectors normal and
tangential to the discontinuity surface, where
qn represents the local normal velocity of the
discontinuity surface and vn - vn - qn is the
fluid normal velocity component relative co the
normal velocity q n
 of the discontinuity surface.
The square brackets are used to indicate the
difference between the enclosed quantities on
the two sides of the discontinuity, as in
(Q) - Q ` - Q I , where subscripts 1 and : refer to
the conditions on the upstream and downstream
sides, respectively, of the discontinult••.
Correspondingly, the average of QI and Q, is
represented by °Q > - (QI + QZ)!:.
Five classes of discontinuities are described
by (7)-(10^. Of these, only two, the fast sh:•ck
wave and the tangential discontinuity, are of
significance in the present analysis. The former,
having properties that satisfy the relations
n	 ('	 nv 0C	 0	 ,p) -0	 (B 1-C
(1l)
(B) ^0	 ( B-;	 ,l	 (:v )`	 9t	 n (4^<lle^}
Bow shock
Interplanetary	 Nonmagnetic planet
Solar wind	 ! v - 0
v- v	 1 B- 0
B-Bs
Ionosphere
boundary
Streamline
Fig. 1. Illustration of overall features of solar wind interaction with nonmagnetic
terrestrial planets.
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is appropriate for representing the bow wave; and
the latter, having properties given by
vn ` Bn - 0	 [yt) f 0	 [Bt] f C
(12)
[.] + 0	 [p + B 2 /8-) - 0
is appropriate for representing the ionopause
that separates the flowing solar wind and the
planetary ionosphere.
High A1fvEn Mach Number Approximation
Two important parameters that characterize
steady magnetohydrodynamic flow past a stationary
obstacle are the free-stream Mach number
Mm - v_/a. and the Alfv gn Mach number MA_- v_/A.,
2 is the speed of sound andin wnich a - SYp/c)1
A - (B` /4a;) 1
 -' is the speed of a rotational cr
Alfvdn wave along the direction of the magnetic
field, and ti - Cp ,'Cv is the ratio of specific
heats of the plasma.
For typical soles wind conditions at Venus,
both 1•1. and MA. are high, values of the order of
10 being representative. As a resc!t, important
simplifications of the equations may be intro-
duced. Since the order of magnitude of the
momentum flux term in (2) and the kinetic energy
flux term in (3) is related to that of the
magnetic terms in the same equations by the
square of MAT , consideration of the magnetic
terms may be decoupled from the solution of the
gasdynamic portions of those equations. The equa-
tions for the fluid motion therebv reduce approxi-
mately to those of gasdynamics, and the magnetic
field B can be determined subsequently by solving
the remaining equations using the values for
and v so determined. Furthermore, be=ause of the
ls_ge value for Hd , the terms involving B and Q
can be disregarded in the solar wind flow because
of the relatively small effects of gravity on the
flow. This is not true, of course, in the iono-
sphere, where the comparative stationarity of the
gases results in a very nearly hydrostatic
variation of the pressure with altitude.
The precise specification of the range of use-
fulness of the decoupled approximation remains
elusive in the absence of exact solutions of the
complete magnetohydrodynamic equations. The only
such solutions for the present category of flows
are those of Spreiter and Rizzi [1974] for the
special case in which B. is aligned with vT.
They indicate results virtually identical to those
of the simpler decor-,pled theory when MA. is about
10 or greater and notably differing results as
MA. is decreased below 5.
For other magnetic field alignments one can
only make estimates of the relative magnitudes
of the divergences of the neglected magnetic
terms B iBk /4r. + B26ik/Br, and Sik compared to the
terms pvivk + pf ik and cvk (v 2 /2 + e + p/e)
retained in the gasdynamic analysis and then
speculate about how large the magnetic terms can
become before they invalidate the solution. In
regions where the momentum flux and kinetic
energy
 terms are large in comparison with the
pressure and enthalpy terms, the s q uare of the
local Alfvgn Mach number MA - (ov2/2)+(B2/8+r)
may be considered to provide a rough manure of
the dominance of the gasdynamic terms in the
calculation of the fluid motion. Since thin
quantity is related to M2 by MA
(Bm /B) 2MA. , and p /p., v/vim , and B/B. are indepen-
dent of MA. at large MA. , it follows that MA
tends to remain large for large MA. except wherepv2 << p^ m or where B 2 >> B'. These conditions
are most likely to be encountered near the
stagnation point, where v vanishes; but p reaches
a maximum value comparable to p .v 2 there, and
that contravenes the initial premise upon which
the estimate is predicated. A localized region
of small MA does not therefore necessarily signal
a failure of the approximation.
As a further consideration in making such
estimates, it should be noted that the orienta-
tion of B_ is very important in the determinationm
of B 2 /B.2 throughout the flow. In particular,
near the stagnation point, B 2 /Bo » 1 if B. makes
a substantial angle with vm ; whereas B2/B¢
vanishes ar the stagnation point when B_ is
parallel to v., since B is everywhere po rtional
to pv [Spreiter at.' Rizzi, 1974]. For this case
therefore Mj - ( pm/piM2, end MA does not vanish
even at the stagnation point because p/p m is
about 4-5 for representative conditions.
A definitive theoretical evaluation of the
decoupled approximation will have to &wait the
development of more advanced methods for the
solution of the complete magnetohydrodynamic
equations. In the meanwhile. considerable in-
sight can be gained by comparing the predictions
with conditions actually measured in space during
appropriately steady conditions. The small scale
of the Venus flow field compared with that of the
earth's magnetosphere makes the data from Pioneer
Venus particularly valuable for this purpose; and
the results presented here show our initial
efforts to carry out such comparisons. This
should be considered no more than a beginning,
however, as we only have data from two orbits;
many additional comparisons should be carried
out tc obtain a more comprehensive understanding
of the relation between tha theoretical and
observational results.
Under the conditions outlined above, (2), (3),
(8), and (9) are thus simplified to the following:
at (ov i ) + a:tk (rvivk + p6 ik ) - 0	 (13)
at [p22 +oe) + axk I pvk 1^L + e + p/p^ J - 0	 (14)
[ov • vn + p] - 0
	 (15)
f vn	 I z v2 + pe + Pj J - 0	 (16)
These equations, together with (1) and (7), are
just those of gtsdynamics and must be solved for
the location of the bow wave ane the gasdynamic
properties v, p, p, and T of the flow field abo.it
the ionospheric obstacle. With these properties
so determined, 4) and (10) can be used to deter-
mine the magnetic field B. Although all of the
solutions described here are for the steady state
h6_
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obtained b'. setting z! 3t	 , and vn	 vn , i.e.,
qn - (', chit unateady equations are presen::ed in
the foregoing because one of the ca"utational
methods used to determine the gasdyn= ic soiution
employs an unsteady procedure. Integrating in
time until the stead y state sclutior, is obtained
asymptotically.
Determination of the Ion c here Bo undarj•
Itiie eetermination of the ionosphere boundary,
or ionopause, makes use of the Idealization that
the ionospheric plasmy is sphericasi. ,-. , symmetric,
h y drostatically sspported, infinitely electrically
conducting, devoid of any magnetic field, gravi-
tationally Lour-' to the planet, and incapable of
mixir,, with the solar win g plasma, as sketched
:n Figure 1. This interior plasma is considered
to be &eparated from the flowing solar wino
plasma by a tangential discontinul2y across
which the relations of (12; apply. Because the4
agnetic pressure B'/8+R is such smaller than the
ionized gas pressure p in the ionopause, the
relation ;p + B'/8-1 - 0 of (12) may be
simplified tc
p aten	 (p + B-'8*)flow	 (17)
,he variation of the pressure with radial
.distance from the planet center is given accord-
ing to the hvdrostatic equation by
dp/dr - -, g 	 (18)
where p and : are the ionized gas pressure and
density, r is the radial distance measured from
the center of the planet, and g o i#j gs ( r./r)',
where subscript s denotes values at the surface
of the planet. combination of (18) and the
perfect gas law given by ( 6) provides
r r
P - p R exp ^- i fir)	 (19)
RR
where pR is the pressure at some reference radius
RR and H - RT/Mg represente the local scale
height of the ionospheric plasma.
If H is regarded as constant, i.e., if
variations of g and T with r are disregardeit,
(19) can be integrated directl y to obtain
(	 r
P m pR exp I-
	 H 
j	
(20)
Because of limited knowledge of the ionospheric
properties of Venus at the time, the simple
variation of p with r given by ( 20) was adopted
in the initial study of Spreiter et al. (1970)
and also in the more recent analysis of Stahara
et al. (19771 involving the initial application
of advanced computational methods to this problem.
Data from the Pioneer Venus spacecraft (Knudsen
et al., 1979a, b) have provided much additional
knowledge of conditions in the Venus ionosphere
and, in particular, have shown -hat the assump-
tion of an isothermal (T - const) ionosphere at
the heights of concern here is quite reasonable.
V'- n this assumpt on, including the variation of
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gra'ity with height, the following result for the( Ri 	 RR)
pressure is obtained: 	 MR	
_i) exp	
(-H
p = PR exp	 _	 J	 (21a)	 g . T = const
H	 r	 or
1.(R ) = exp [
_
	_
H= H s
	(RR/Rs)	 ( 21b)	 g	 g	 a	 T= const
s j r
being the planetary radius and H s
 RI/Hgs.
-cuations ( 20) and (21) provide the two model:.
;=*;loved in this study for the ionosphere pres-
s -.:re variation required in the pressure balance
relation of (17).
or, the basis of the typically hypersonic
values for Mz it has been assumed in all the
previous analyses cited above that the pressure
c.' the solar wind plasma on the ionopause could
be represented adequately b y the Newtonian
approximation.
2	 2p	 K_^vzCos .
	
1	 (2.)
where	 is the angle between the outwarL normal to
the ionopause and the flow dire-tion of the undis-
turbed solar wind incident on the bow wave and K
is a ccnstant usuall y taken as one but whose
actual value to provide the correct gasdynamic
stagnation pressure at the nose of the ionopause
as in ,' cated.
The Newtonian approximation stems from gas-
d ynamic anal ysis of hypersonic flows and is
appropriate in the range of e from 0° to somewhat
less than 90 ` . in view of the close association
between the magnetic pressure B 2 /8- and the gas
pressure p in magnetohydrodynamics, it seems
equally plausible to assume that the corresponding
relation.
	
p + B 2 /8- = K. vs cos 2 ,	 (23)
is an appropriate, if not superior, relation for
the combined magnetic and gas pressure of solar
wind plasma on a planetary ionopause or magneto-
pause.
For the high Mach cumber flows t ypical of ,olar
wind conditions, K approaches C.88l for ) = 5/3
and 0.844 for ^ _ _. A discussion of effects of
:liner constituents, such as ionized helium, in the
solar wind and of some differences between a fluid
and collisionless particle representation has beer.
given by Spreiter [1976], but the most important
effect of the introduction of the Newtonian
approximation is that he calculation of the shape
of the ionopause decrn riles from the calculation of
the properties of the exte-nal flow. In this way
we arrive at the following equation for the pres-
sure balance at the ionopause location R.:i
depending upon whether or not the gravitation
variation is included in the scale height. It is
convenient to choose the reference radius RR
 to be
the distance Ro
 from the center of the planet to
the nose of the ionopause. Then PR s Po - Kr.v6,
and
	
cos 2 ;^ w A(R i )	 (26)
at all points along the ionopause. To proceed,
cosy must be expressed i-% terms of Ri and E, where
R i (E) represents the radial coordinate of the
ionopause and E is the angle measured at the center
of the planet with respect to a line that extends
directl y
 upstream. The appropriate expression is
[Spreiter et al., 1970]
2	 (dY112	 ( R.d6cose + dR sinE)2
cos 6 _	 =	 1	 i	 (27)
dS	 dR2 + (Ride)2
Substitution of this expression into (26) results
in the following ordinary differential equation
for the ordinates of the ionosphere boundary:
Suoerson c rep.on metnoo
or choroc+is+,cs
so(who'-
In.e'se jerc • o•
method so..,r•orl
Boo shoe~	 r
.o.e
•^	 Mogwc, o^ SP'e'e Doi^dr,
M ^,>	 ^ 01!
__4W-
	 -'
Sabso• , rep e,
	
^:S•:. ! ^CSE	 S10:..:00'd• n Q r►.d•Ch'na
sc.	 I sc_•r
I
	
I	 Fig. 3. Comparison of former and present compu-
K: = vacos - _ = p R .'.(R i )	 (24)	 tational procedures for determining the gas-
dynamic flow properties of solar wind-magneto/
:here	 ionopause interactions.
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Results for various ionopause shapes obtained
by integratirg (28) for different values of H/Ro
using the constant scale height model equation
(25a) were provided by Spreiter at al. [1970).
Similar results using the isothermal model. equa-
tion (25b) in the range 0.01 s H/Ro s 0.5 are
provided in Figure 2. where for comparison the
constant scale height shapes for corresponding
H/Ro
 values are also illustrated. Data from
Piooeer Venus indicate that the range rf interest
for application to Venus appears to be
0.01 s H/Ro s 0.10. They also indicate that the
theory provides a good representation of the
ionopause shape on the dayside but that conditions
on the aightside are both more complex and variable
than presently accounted for by the thecry (see,
for example, Brace et al. (1979). Russell et al.
[1979b), or Brace et al. (this issue). To pro-.de
insight into some of the changes to be encountered
in the theory, some results are also included
herein it which the nightside ionopause is
arbitrarily flared in and out from the calculated
shapes of Figures 1 and 2.
Calculation of t,%e Gasdynamic
Flow Properties
:*termination of the gasdynamic flow properties
is the most difficult and time-consuming portion
of the numerical xolution of the foregoing equa-
tions. As sketched in Figure 3, two different
we=hods are used in the calculations: one for the
nose region, where both subsonic and supersonic
flows occur, and another downstream of that
region, where a more computationally economical
procedure can be employed, since the flow is
everywhere supersonic. In the original analysie
of Spreiter et al. [1970) an inverse iteration
method was used for the nose region, and the
method of characteriati rA was employed for the
remaining supersonic region. Both of these
procedures are inferior to more recently developed
methods and have been superseded in the current
model. The nose region is treated u s ing a new
axisyrosetric implicit unsteady Euler equation
solver specifically developed for the present
application. That procedure determines the
steady state solution in the nose region by an
asymptotic time-marching procedure. The down-
stream solution is determined by a shock capturing
marching procedure which spatially advances the
solution downstream as far as required by solving
the steady Euler equations. Inasruch as these
methods are complex and lengthy to describe, only
an outline of the procedures is provided here.
The Nose Rea'on Solution
The nose region proceL;ure solves the unsteady
gasdynamic equations (1), (6), (7), and (13)-(16)
for axisymmetric flow. The analysis commences by
mapping the portion of the ionosheath bounded by
the stagnation streamline, the bow wave, the
ionopause, and a line through the terminator
(e - n12) i,ito a rectangle. The physical boundary
conditions are also transferred appropriately.
Initial flow field conditions are prescribed by
W.	 X,
using a linear variation of the flow properties
between those calculated at an assumed location
for the bow wave and those calculated at the iono-
pause, using a Newtonian pressure distribution
approximation on the latter boundary. Starting
with this initial flow, the unstrzdy equations are
integrated in a time -asymptotic fashion uatil the
steady state solution is obtainer.
The basic numerical algorithm employed was
developed by Beam and Wareing [19761 and is second-
order accurate. noniterative, and spatially
factored. At tt.e ionopause and bow shock bound-
aries a modi ication of the differ±ncing algorithm
is introduced to account for the , ,articular
features of the present application. The tangency
condition at the ionopause is t:rated using the
method of Kentzer [1970), and he sharp discor-
tinuity approach of Thomas er il. [19721 is used
at the bow wave. Any seconder- shocks which may
occur in the nose region are attomatically
determined via the shock-capturing characteristics
of tht algorithm.
In our earlier work [Stahara, et al., 19771 it
was found that for certain ionopause shapes which
have a significant amount of lateral flaring at
the dawn-dusk terminator, for example, constant
scale height shapes for H/Ro L 0.5, and/or cases
involving ln- free- p tream Mach numbers M. s 3,
the axial _,r:.onent of velocity ac some points on
the terminator plane a - n/2 may become subsonic.
Although this has no effect on the nose region
solver, the downstream solution cannot be obtained
for these cases, since the marching-region solver
which determines the solution downstream of this
starting plane requires supersonic axial veloc-
ities in order to proceed. In the present effort
this limitation has been removed by developing the
capability for adding an additional portion of the
flow field, located downstream of the terminator,
to the blunt body solution as illustrated in
Fig .,re 4. This effectively generalizes the
capability of the present procedures to treat a
wide variety of ionopause shapes, including all
of the shapes described by the constant scale
height and constant temperature models found using
(25a) and (25b), as well as to treat lower free-
stream Mach numbers down to about H - 2.
The Downstream Region Solution
The solver for the downstream supersonic region
.'.s based on the original work of Kutler et al.
[1972, 1973] and Chaussee et al. [1975) and solves
for axisymmetric flow the steady state gasdynamic
equations in conservation law form indicated by
(1), (6), (7), and (13)-(16) with the time
derivatives set to zero. Of these, (14), which
represents the conservation of energy, can be
integrated for the steady flow to yield the
following equation for the total enthalpy:
'
h t - h + (u 2 + v - `/2	 const	 (29)
where h - e + p/c - C PT is the enthalpy per unit
mass. This relation also holds in the nose region
in the Ildit as the steady state flew solution is
approached. The computational mesh defined by
lines of constant X and (R - Rb)/(Rs - Rb ), where
Rs
 and Rb are functions of X that describe the
rsdial cylindrical coordinates of the bow shock
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X
Fig. 4. Illustration of additional flow field segment to the obstacle nose solution
for determining the gasdynamic flow properties of solar wind-ionopause interactions.
wave and ionopause at the same X as the field
print (X. R), is transformed into a rectangular
computational grid. The gasdynamic equations are
similarly transformed and integrated numerically
tc obtain the solution. Since onl y the bow she^_k
wave is treated as a sharp discontinuity and any
others that may be presen t. are 'captured' by the
difference algorithm, selection of the appropriate
.f inite difference scheme to advance the calcula-
tion in the X direction is of prime importance.
Following the analysis of Kutler et al. [1972,
19731 and Chaussee et al. [1975] the method used
is the finite difference predictor-corrector
scheme of MacCormack [19691, the most efficient
second-order algorithm for shock-capturing
calculations.
Calculation of the Streamlines
Tre accurate determination of the gasdynamic
streawlines is crucial, since they prtvide the
oasis for the frozen magnetic field calculation
described in the following section. The stream-
lines are determined by integrating fluid particle
trajectories through the known velocity field,
since this procedure was found to be more accurate
than the alternative mass flow calculation. The
calculation of a particular streamline is
initiated at the point where the streamline
crosses the bow shock. At that point, exact
values of the streamline slope dRs /dX are given
by the following relation. involving M . , Y, and the
angle ! s
 between the free -stream direction and the
tangent to the shock wave:
dRS
	(2cott )(M 2 sin 2 6 S - 1)
(30)
dX	 2 + M 2 () + 1 - 2sin1)c4
which is contained implicitly in both nose and
marching region gasdynamic solutions. At other
points, the local streamline slope is given by
the ratio
dRS/dX - v/u	 (31)
and the streamline determination is made by step-
wise irtegration in X using a modified third-order
Euler predictor-corrector method. Bivariate
linear interpolation between the flow field grid
points is employed to obtain the velocity com-
ponents (u, v) required at the stepwise points
along the streamline.
Calculation of the Magnetic Field
With the flow properties known from the gas-
dynamic calculations, the magnetic field B may be
determined by integrating (4) and (10); or
alternatively, the following equations max , be
derived from them:
f	 D B
Dt JJS B'd5	 0	 Dt
 [-1
	
ci	 c (B
• v)v	 (32)
.n which S is an a:zitrary surface moving with the
fluid and D/Dt is the material or substantial
derivative dD/Dt - a/at + (v•7). These equations
are commonly interpreted as indicating the field
lines move with the fluid. For the steady state
in which a /at - 0 and vn . vn , these equations
lead to a straightforward calculation in which the
vector distance from each point on an arbitrarily
selected field line to its corresponding point on
an adjacent field line in the downstream direction
is determined by numerically integrating ; v dt
over a fixed time interval 6t as indicated In
Figure 5. Once the magnetic field lines are
Bow sho:-
^^e^a bne
►
 GS^+^
Strto^+ , itk
	 O/	 OC
Ionopouse
Fig. 5. Illustration of quantities used for mag-
netic field line calculation in the plane of
magnetic symmetry.
BY/B^ m [( ; B %Rm )„ stn o cos	 (38)
p
+ (iB:/B.): sin w sin ap p}cos an
Y
I^ X
BP f
w
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determined, the magnetic field at any point may to
calculated from the relation
B	 o	 Gf
_ —	 (33)
where :.R is the vector length of a small element
of a flux tube.
Such a procedure is valid generally, but its
use is confined in the prevent calculation to only
the component of the magr .atic field (B' that lies
in the plane of magnetic symmetry defit.. :d by the
plane containing the axis of symmetry of the iono-
pause and the magnetic field lints upstream of the
bow wave and furthermore is associated with only
the component of the interplanetary magnetic field
!'tat lies in the plane of magnetic symmetry and is
perpendicular to v
-
. The remainder of the magnetic
•.ld calculation malcea use of a decomposition due
ro Alksne and Webster (1970) in which the
axisymmetric properties of the gasdynamic solution
an-i the lineari ty of the magnetic field equations
C-) and (10) or (3Z) are employed to derive the
following relationship for the magnetic field BP
at any point P:
R
B P = ABP' B
	
` 'gP B	 + en
 ( B PI
B
	B	 (34)
'°!
	
roi 	 s) 
n 
sn
	
, 	 = 
As illustrated in Figure 6, subscripts ". Z , and n
refer to contributions assuciated with the coc,-
ponent B-,, of B .
 parallel to v . ; the component FL__-
perpendicular to v in the pla:ie that contains the
point P, the center of the planet, and the vector
v_; and the component B-n normal to the latter
plane, where en is a unit vector in the latter
direction. The unit ratios (Bp'B.)„ and (BP/B.)n
can be calculated directly from the gasdynamic
solution by the expressions
BP) - ` P Y P	 ' BP 1	 YfP	 (35)
FLP
where AP is the radial cylindrical coordinate of
the streastline through P, as indicated in Figure 6.
In carrying out the determination of %/B.)1
usi:.d (33), values for W j _oi, are determined
initially at the points where the streamlines and
perpendicular-component field lines intersect.
A generalized quadrilateral interpol4tion scheme
fo'.lowed by a fifth-order smoothing is then
employed to determine the corresponding values at
the computational grid points where values for
o/o m are available for calculation of (BD/B-)i.
At the bnw shock, exact foroulas are used for the
magnitude and dirertton of De:
(!a; /isg_1) 2 = 1 + cot 2e(1+D2)
- 2D x csc 9 x cot 6 x cos(6-6)
(36)
y - e + sin -1
 { [D x cot
where
D2 - 1 - 4(M 2sin 2 ° - 1)
x (YM?sin `e^+ 1)/((Y+1)`Mosln`9J
(37)
cot, - I(_y l)M?/[2(M 2sin 2 6 - 1) ] - 1 I tane
5 = tan-1 r
dR 
ldXI
and i is the a^igle between the free-stream direc-
t:, cttd the '.t vector.
finally, the resultant magnetic field vector
can be expressed in terms of components relative
to any orthogonal (X, Y. Z) coordinate system.
If the coordinate system is oriented so that the
point P lies in the (X, Y) plane, the magnetic
components are
B Y /B ¢ _ [(B' /%).. cos : cos a
P
0B;/B¢ ) 1 cos 'J sin a P )1,ccs a
n
RP /~Plonet
%p_ / /
	
I0 n0Dause
` `save -,_
B-
Fig. 6. Illus.ration of the camponc:tts -f the
three-dimensional magnetic field.
B Z /B- - (B/B- ) n sin an
where : is the local flow angle given by
S	 tan -I
 IX)
u
and the intfrplant^ f ary magnetic :i-id angles a
and a
n 
indicated in Figure 6 a+& defined by
	 p
B	 a
a p
	car. -1 B-a 
- 
tan-1 BYa	 (40)
Xm
( 39)
6	
_0	 a
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Fig. 7. Illustration of sun-planet (x s , ys , zs) and solar wind (x, y, z) coordinate
systems and the azimuthal (0) and polar (o p ) solar wind angles, both shown in a
positive sense.
r
	
	 Calculation of the Contour Lines
B
CL • tan -1 	 	 In order to provide convenient summary informa-
n	 tion of the detailed plasma and magnetic field
(B-„)` + (B.1),
	
	 properties determined by the above model, contour
and field line maps are determined for the impor-
(41)	 tant field properties. Contours are calculated
	
g	 for nondimensionalized velocity JvJ/v 	 density
	
Z^	 p /pm, and magnetic field corAponents Jii/B.),
tzn	
-	 (JBJ /B.). and (B/B. ) n . Details of these calcula-
	
B ))): + (B )	 tions are provided by Stahara et al. (1980).X_	 Yw	 Since the temperature is a function of lvj/v_ only
for a specified M¢ and 1, i.e.,
Th- generalization of these results when the point
P _s at some arbitrary ( X, Y, Z) point not in the Y_1^ 2	 - (^ `^1Z](X, Y) plane are provided below in the spacecraft 	 T/T¢	 1 + 11 2	 Ms 1	 lv J J	 (4:)
trajectory section.	
f	
-)
T
^	 If<^
	
V`
^B
/	 B
e
x
y
Fig. 8. Illustration of solar wind (x, y, z) and (X, Y. Z) coordinate systems and
the interplanetary magnetic field and magnetic field angles (a p . an).
vr^
a^
n G,
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Fig. 9. Calculated ionopause and bow shock locations and ionosheath properties for
M. - 8.0, Y - 5/3, H/Ro - 0.10, and B either parallel or perpendicular to v..
(a) Streamline map. (b) Velocity map, (c) Density map, (d) Temperature map.
(e) Parallel magnetic field map. (f) Perpendicular magnetic field map.
velocity contours may also to considered as tem-
perature contours with only a relabeling required
Solar E :liptic/Solar Wind Coordinate
Transformation
To compare results of the present calculations
with observational data, it is necessary to con-
sider the appropriate transformations between the
spacecraft and solar wind coordinate systems.
Part of the data required as input to the theo-
retical model consists of oncoming interplanetary
values of solar wind temperature, density, and
velocity and magnetic field vector components.
lnese are usually reported in a sun-planet or
solar ecliptic reference frame, whereas the
natural coordinate system for the theoretical
model is one which aligns the axial direction with
the oncoming solar wind, since the gasdynamic
calculation is assumed to be axisymmetric about
this direction. Thus the interr'anetary input
data must be transformed to the solar wind system
to initiate the theoretical determination. (hue
the gasdynamic and magnetic field calculations in
the solar wind system are complete, those results
must then b, transformed back to the sun-planet
system to allow direct comparison with the space-
craft data obtained as a function of time along
Its trajectory.
For the sun-planet system (xs, Ys
, Za) the
(C)
Unk lGd AL PAGE 13
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Fig. 9.
origi: is placed at the planetary center, the
X & ax.s is directed toward the sun, the y s axis
is directed opposite to the planetary orbital
motion, and the z s axis is orthogonally northward.
The dlr-^ction of the oncoming solar wind is such
that the azimuthal angle, including aberration
effects due to planetary motion, of the solar wind
velocity vector in the planetary orbital planes is
and the out -of-orbital plane polar angle is `p.
The positive sense of the azimuthal angle is for
vest-to-east flow, and that of the polar angle is
for north
-to-south flow, as indicated in Figure 7.
Also illustrated is the solar wind (x, y, s)
coordinate system defined by (R, m ). This system
is somewhat inconvenient because the direction of
s>lar wind flow is in tho negative x direction;
therefore the internal gasdynamic and magnetic
field calculations are performed is the (X, Y, Z)
system illustrated in Figure 6.
The coordinates and vector transformations from
I
%/R.
(d)
(continued)
the ecliptic sun-planet (x s , ys , zs) system to the
(X, Y, Z) solar wind system are given by
	
rQX^	 -cosacosop	 -sinacosdp sin4pl Q's
II QY	 sin0	 -cos:	 0 I IQys (43)
QZ 	-cosIIsinQp	 sinasina p cosopi 1+Q=sl
where (QX, Qy, QZ) represents the Cartesian com-
ponents of any vector referred to the (X, Y, Z)
system, and (Qxs' Q3 
i
s Qz ) represents the
corresponding vectcr n tie (xs+ Ys' zs) system.
Thus for a transformation. of coordinates,
	
(Qx . Qy . Q z )	 (X, Y, Z)
(44)
	
(Qxs , Qys I Q zs )	 (xs , ys . zs)
R/R.
r
n•
R/R.
J.lr
li p 1! 
.
.
m	 Rte'
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Fig. 9. (continued)
while for a vector transformation of, say, 	 the Properties Along a Spacecraft Trajectory	 y
magnetic field, }t
One of the primary aims of the present effort
(Qx' 	Qy ,	 Q z ) (Bx.	 By'	 B z ) has been to develop the capability to determine(45) plasma and magnetic field properties, as predicted
(Q x 	 '
	Qv 	I	 Q 	 ) (Bx	 ,	 B	 '	 BZ	 ) by the theoretical model, at locations specified
s	 s	 s s	 y s 	 s along an arbitrary spacecraft trajectory, and in
such a form as to enable comparisons to be made
The inverse transformation from the solar wind to directly with actual spacecraft data. 	 To
the sun-planet system is given by accomplish this, the following procedure has been
developed and implemented in the current model.
First, from the known oncoming interplanetary
(Qxsi -cosilcosmp sine	 -cosasinmp QX conditions provided in a sun-planet reference
frame, the azimuthal and polar solar wind angles
Qy I sinAcosmp -coon	 sing inmp Qy ( 46) (p, 0p ) are employed in (43) to establish both the
s I location (Xp , Yp , Zp ) of the trajectory point and
i Q z sinmp 0	 cospp QZ the interplanetary magnetic field components
S ) (B7., By. , By.)	 in the solar wind (X, Y, Z) frame.
3.0
2.0
1.0
0
R/RoM0.03
4.0
it/Fto
srilmr^	 .^
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Fig. 10. Illustration of typical flow field grid density for gasdynamic solution;
MQ
 - 3.0, ) - 5/3.
.r. the next step, in which the axis)z=etric gas-
d ynamic and unit magnetic field calculations are
carried out, it is convenient to take advantage of
the axisymmetric property of the gasdynamic flow
and introduce still another coordinate system
(X, v', z') related to the (X, Y. Z) system by a
rotation about the X axis by an angle F such that
the y ' axis passes through the point 1'. This
rotation defines a new coordinate s y stem (x', y',
z'), where
X.) 1 0 0 Xl
1
y'I - 0 cosh
1
sin6 I Y (47)
IO -sine cos61 (z
in which
rZ
	
6 - tan - I I 	 (48)
P
and
x'
F'
y'
	
vs, -  +ZZ	 (49)
P	 p
z' r 0
Thus the (x', y') plane which contains the X axis
and the arbitrary point P, corresponds directl y to
the plane (X, R) ; (Xp, 	 P.Y + Zp), in which the
axisymmetric gasdynamic flow properties are calcu-
lated. In particular, the velocity magnitude v,
density o, and flow angle 2 at the point P are
found by bilinear interpolation through the (X, R)
flow field grid. The vector velocity in the (X,
Y, Z) system is then given by the transformation
iv 
Xl	
1	 0	 0 1 v Cos*l
I vy ;	 0	 cosh	 -sine^ v sin¢
I
	(50)
[' 1	 0	 sin?	 cos6ll 0	 J
and then in the solar ecliptic system b) the
transformation indicated by
v 
	 -cosAcos¢	 sin: -cosasinm	 vX,
s	 P	 P
vv i	 sin^lcos¢
	 _os••	 sinilsln ¢ 	 v Y ^	 (51)
P
^ v'
zx l (
	
sin, 	 0	 Cusp kvz'
Calculation of the magnetic field at an
arbitrary point is somewhat more complicated,
since these components are dependent upon the
orientation of the incident interplanetary mag-
-A
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Fig. 11. Pioneer Venus orbit 6 trajectories and observational bow shock crossings as
viewed in solar wind coordinates based on inbound and outbound interplanetary solar
wind directions; also, various bow shock shapes for different interplanetary solar
wind conditions.
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Fig. 13. Comparisor of observed (OMAC) and theoretical tine histories for the
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outbound interplanetary conditions using gasdynamic solution for M ¢ • 13.3, 1 - 2.0.
(a) Magnetic field magnitude. (b) Magnetic field components.
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Fig.	 14.	 Pioneer Venus orbit 3
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trajectories and observational bow shock crossings as
viewed In solar wind coordinates based on inbound and outbound interplanetary solar
wind directions; 	 also, various bow shock shapes for different interplanetary solar
_.	 wind conditions.
netic field. W L_h the known (BX , BY , BZ )
components the curets onding components (B^_,
BZ. ) in the rotated system are given by
	
f
B' )	 (1	 0	 0 ) IB
	
xm j	 X
B'	 0	 cosy	 sine,	 B YO i	 (5Z)
	
Y- i
	
1
	IBZ i	 10	 -s1n6	 cosel lB	
I
	
l m i 	 (	 1	 mJ
In this reference frame the parallel, perpendic-
ular, and normal interplanetary components are
identified as
B	 • B'
xm
	B_
	 B'	 (53)
_
	
H 1	
B.
	.n	 m
The magnetic field angles a' and a' in the rotated
	
system are given by	 n
BB'
	
•1	 y
	a; • tan -1 
B	
tan- 1 B ,	 (54)
X.
B
a' - tan-1	 mn
n 	 + (Bm )'
(55)
B'
-1	 Z
• tan
•(B' ) + (B' )'X.	 y
The magnetic angle	 associated with the incident
perpendicular component and the unit magnetic
field ratios (;B!/B.),,, (;BI/B.),, and (B/B . ) n in
the rotated system are next determined by bilinear
interpolation through the flow field grid. Then
the magnetic field components (Bx, By, BZ) in the
rotated system are calculated from
B , • Cosa , ICos*
	
Cosa'	
1B
l	
p
B	
m	
(56)
+ cos • 	sina'	 I ^^ l	 B
p	 B	 , ^	 m
(	 B
B' • Cosan I sint	 Casa;	 IBll
	 B	 (57)
+ siny	 sina;I
B
	• Bm
m t
:S
pas c.4
4F_ , e
X'
W.
7.J
'f•
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Fig. 15. Comparison of observed and theoretical time histories of ionosheath plasma
properties for Pioneer Venus orbit 3 based on inbound and oLtbound inter planetary
solar wind ^onditi.ons.
Bz - sin3nlB i . BQ
l m n
The magnetic field components in the solar wind
(X, Y, Z) system are then determined from the
rotational transformation
(BX	 1	 0	 0 1 Bx
I By - 0	 ccs6 -sin g	B' i 	(59)
YII
B Z	 0	 sine	 cose	 B'l
and finally in the sun-planet 
///
system from
iB 
I	
cosiQcosmp	 sing -^_os: sinmp B 1
s	 I
X	 X
IBy 	siuncosQP -cos:/	 sinAsinmP BY i (60)
s
BZ i	 sin$P	 0	 cos¢P	 BZI
sl	
1
Results
Using the computational procedures described
above, a large number of solutions have been
calculated for a wide variety of conditions repre-
sentative of those that might be experienced at
Venus. A sample of these results is illustrated
in Figure 9 for M. - 8, Y - 5 / 3, and H /Ro - 0.10
i
(58) with Bm either parallel or perpendicular to vq.
These and similar determinations for the following
35 other sets of conditions have been included in
a catalog of results available from Stahara et al.
[1980]:
Mm - (2.0, 3.0, 5.0, 8.0, 12.0, 25.0)
H/R - (0.01, 0.10, 0.25)
H/Ro - (0.10, 0.20, 0.25)
Also included in that reference are a few results
for conditions well outside the range likely to be
encountered at Venus but that are useful because
they illustrate the extended capability of the
present procedures.
Verification of the new procedures has been
done in s variety of ways in addition to compari-
son with previous results for sets of conditions
for which both sets of results could be determined.
These include consideration of a variety of
special test cases in which the location in the
flow field and the incident interplanetary magnetic
field orientation were systematically changed so
as to produce both symmetric and antisymmetric
changes in the resultant ionosheath magnetic
field, as well as to reverse the roles of the
perpendicular and normal components. All of these
various permutations of the magnetic field calcu-
lations were successfully verified.
The final and ultimate check of the theoretical
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Fig 16. Comparison of observed (OMAG) and theoretical time histories for the magnetic
field for Pioneer Venus orbit 3 based on inbound and outbound interplanetary solar wind
conditions using gasdynamic solutions M o - 7.39, Y - 2.0 for inbound and Mm - 5.96,
'Y -  2.0 for outbound calculations. (a) Magnetic field magnitudes. (b) Magnetic field
components.
model and numerical procedures lies in the com-
parison of the predicted results with data
actually measured by a spacecraft. Attention is
now turned, accordingly, to the results of pre-
liminary comparisons with data obtained from
orbits 3 and 6 of the Pioneer-Venus orbiter.
These orbits were selected in conjunction with the
experimeitera on the basis of completeness of data
and apparent steadiness of conditions during the
time of interest for the study.
,o perform calculations suitable for comparison
with data from a particular orbit, it is necessary
to specify appropriate conditions corresponding to
those actually measured in both the ionosphere and
in the oncoming interplanetary solar wind plasma.
On the basis of data from the orbiter retarding
potential analyzer (OPRA) indicating the iono-
spheric scale height to be approximately 200 km
for orbits 3 and 6, a value of 0.03 was selected
for H/Ro
 or H/RO . For such small values the two
ionospheric pressure models indicated by (20) and
(21) yield essentially the aama obstacle shape,
as can be seen from Figure 2. With regard to on-
coming interplanetary conditions it is required
that values for the solar wind bulk velocity ym,
density o m , temperature T., and magnetic field B_m
be specified. The first three are provided by
the orbiter plasma analyzer (OPA), and the
magnetic field is given by the orbiter flux gate
magnetometer (OMAG). OPA provides either ion or
electron data, but not both simultaneously. Fer
orbits 3 and 6, ion measurements were available
and have been employed. Data on the oncoming
direction of the solar wind, as given in terms of
the angles (u, Op), define the coordinate rotations
required to align the gaadynamic calculation in the
free-stream solar wind direction; while information
of solar wind speed, density, and temperature serve
to define the free-stream gaedynamic Mach number
Mm.
Although it is known the temperatures of the
ions and electrons may be substantially different
in the solar wind plasma (a ratio Te/Ti - 4 is
often representative), they are assumed to be equal
(Te/T i - 1) in the derivation of the single-fluid
magnetohydrodynamic equations upon which the
present calculations are based. Now that the
theory has been put into a more readily usable
form and more extensive data on the temperature
of both electrons and ions are becoming available
for comparative studies, steps should be taken to
improve understanding of the relation between
single- and multiple-component plasma theories for
space plasma flows, and the calculative procedures
refined as appropriate.
With this information the detailed gaadynamic
and unit magnetic field calculations in the iono-
sheath region can be carried out. To provide an
idea of the detail obtained by the present com-
putational procedures. Figure 10 displays the flow
field grid for one of the gasdynamic solutions
used in the comparisons. Values for each of the
plasma properties v/v., o /o„ T/T_. (B/Bm)
( B /Bm ) t and (B /B_) n are determined at each inter-
section of the grid lines, including the bow
shock, stagnation streamline, and ionopause
boundary. The final output of the calculation
consists of these quantities and the coordinates
of the bow shock and ionopause, expressed either
in tabular form or as plotted contours, and also
as time histories along a specified trajectory.
For comparisons with spacecraft data the time-
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history predictions are the most convenient. For
the theoretical predictions, two sets of results
are usually generated on the basis of the last/
first interplanetary solar wind properties
measured before!after bow shock inbound/outbound
crossing.
Figure 11 displays some overall flow field
results for orbit 6. Indicated are bow shock
locations for the three combinations of M and
plasma specific heat ratio Y, i.e., (M.. Y)
(13.3, 5/3), (13.3= 2), (3.0, 5/3) for flo g: about
an lonopause with H/Ro
 - 0.03. Also indicated are
two sets of points ( solid lines with circles, and
dashed lines with squares) representing the space-
craft trajectory as viewed in two solar wind
oriented coordinate systems. The trajectory
indicated by the solid lines and circles is that
based on the last measured direction (i., 0p)
(6.5% -1.4°) of the interplanetary solar wind
just prior to crossing the bow shock on the in-
bound leg, while the dashed lines and squares
denote the trajectory based on the first measured
direction ( i., ♦p) - (4.9% 7.6') of the solar wind
immediately after crossing the bow shock on the
outbound leg. These results illustrate the
extremely large dependence of spatial position of
a trajectory point, as viewed in solar wind coor-
dinates, on solar wind direction. For the partic-
ular angles indicated.. the shift in X coordinate
of a trajectory poif., can be as great as a quarter
of the Venusian planetary radius and obviously
results in substantial differences in predicted
flow and magnetic field properties. Although
Spreiter and Rizzi [1972) noted the importance of
such an effect in the interpretation of the data
from Mariner 4 in its flyby of Mars, the effects
of angular shifts in the solar wind direction are
usually ignored in most discussions of the inter-
action. The present results, however, indicate
that this purely geometrical affect can be very
significant, ever. for directional shifts of less
than 5 0 , and must be accounted for in any
quantitative comparison of theoretical and
observational results.
The selection of values for Mb and Y in
rigure 11 represents an attempt to resolve the
uncertainty in the appropriate values for these
parameters. Because only solar wind ion temper-
atures from the OPA were available for orbit 6,
the initial calculations of Mr were based on the
assumptions that Te - Ti , which leads to k - 13.3
and Y - 5/3, as appropriate for a gas with parti-
1,
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Fig. 17. Comparison of observed ( OMAG) and theoretical time histories of the magnetic
field for Pioneer Venus orbit 3 based on inbound solar wind interplanetary conditions
using a gasdynamic solution for M m - 3.0, Y . 5/ 3. ;a) Magnetic field magnitude.
(b) Magnetic field components.
Iles possessing 3 degrees of freedom for their
molecular motion. The resulting location for the
shock wave is not in good agreement with the
observations, To investigate whether changing
the value for Y to 2, which corresponds to a gas
with 2 degrees of freedom as might be supposed to
occur if the magnetic field sufficiently aligns
the molecular motion, the calculations were
repeated with M' - 13.3 and Y - 2. The results,
indicated by t%e dashed line, are in improved,
but still not completely satisfactory, agreement
with the observed shock locations. Finally, if
it is assumed that the oncoming interplanetary
electron temperature is not equal to the ion tem-
perature but is substantially higher, we are led
to consider low values of the order of 3-5 for M .
Results for Mm
 - 3.0, Y - 5/3 are indicated in
Figure 11 by the solid line. It may be seen that
results calculated for these values and for the
inbound solar wind direction are in very good
agreement with the theoretical results. These
comparisons make evident both the possibilities
and the uncertainties in the use of the theory at
the present level of understanding of the parameter
selection process.
Figure 12 displays the time history comparisons
of the predicted bulk plasma density, speed, and
temperature with OPA data. The solid line:, with
circles correspond to results based on inbound
interplanetary conditions, while the dashed lines
with squares correspond to outbound conditions.
While the one data point in the ionosheath for
each quantity is in general agreement with the
theoretical calculation, the lack of more detailed
plasma data prevents a definitive conclusion. The
OPA requires approximately 9 min to acqui-e suffi-
cient data to enable determination of the bulk
plasma quantities. This time interval usually
presents no problem when the spacecraft is in the
interplanetary solar wind, but the large resolu-
tion time effectively averages the plasma quan-
tities in the ionosheath over such a large spatial
range that only overall comparisons of the bulk
plasma properties are possible with this
instrument.
The situation is quite different for the
magnetic field, since the OMAG provides essentially
instantaneous measurements. Figure 13 displays a
comparison of the data from orbit 6 with two sets
of theoretical results based on the inbound and
outbound interplanetary conditions. In these com-
parisons both sets of predictions exhibit good
agreement with the data for the appropriate part
of the trajectory. Thus, on the inbound leg the
predictions based on the inbound interplanetary
conditions are in good agreement with the data,
while the outbound -condition predictions are
notably inferior, particularly with regard to
shock c rossing; end conversely. Since steadiness
of the interplanetary conditions was a criterion
used in the selection of orbit 6 for these com-
parisons, the results of Figure 13 serve to
illustrate the need for simultaneous measurements
of interplanetary conditions and planetary flow
field conditions in more definitive evaluations
of the theory.
Results for corresponding comparisons for
orbit 3 are given in Figures '_	 ', and 16. In
Figure 14, bow shock location	 iresented for
five different combinations of _ .nd Y. The Mach
numbers Mm 7.38 and 5.96 correspond to the in-
bound and outbound interplanetar,, conditions,
yE
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Fig.	 (continued)
respectivel y , for vs , c., and T as measured for
the ions by the OFA; the two values for 	 5/3,
are indicative o; present uncertainty about the
effective ratio of specific heats for the solar
wind plasma. The bow shock location for M. = 3
and Y - 5/3 given previously in Figure 11 for
orbit 6 is also included, because once again it is
closer to the observed shcck crossings. Also
provided in Figure 14 are the orbital trajectories
as viewed in solar wind coordinates for the in-
bound (iZ, Qp) - 13.3°, 0.15°) and outbound (fii, ¢p)
(3.7°, 4.9°) solar wind directions.
The comparisons for the bulk plasma properties
for orbit 3 shown in Figure 15 are marked again by
the paucity of observational data. What informa-
tion there is suggests agreement for the plasma
speed and density but a notable discrepancy for
the temperature. This is tho.eit to be indicative
of the manner in which the bulk properties from
the theoretical model are interpreted in relation
to the observational measurements; i.e., the theo-
retical values correspond to those for a single-
component plasma in which it is considered that
the electrons and ions have equal temperatures,
whereas the measurements are for the ions only in
a multicomponent plasma in which the ion and
electron temperatures are usually quite different.
A more penetrating analysis of the meaning of the
temperature in the theory and its relation to that
deduced by the experimenters from their data
appears to be a necessary and important subject
for future study.
Results for the magnetic field comparisons are
displayed in Figure 16, which provides time
histories of the magnitude and individual com-
ponents based on both inbound and outbound inter-
planetary conditions. Although the shock crossings
are somewha: in disagreement, since the calculated
results are for M. - 7.56, 6.96 and Y - 2, the
general trends displayed by the calculated and
observed results are notably similar, particularly
if account is taken of the drift with time along
the trajectory of the transition from the calcu-
lations based on inbound conditions to ones based
on the outbound conditions.
To demonstrate the improvement obtained in
magnetic-field results when a gasdynamic flow
field solution is employed which more closely
agrees with the observational bow shock location,
the magnetic field time histories from orbit 3 are
compared in Figure 17 using gaadynamic results for
M. = 3.0, ti - 5/3, and the directions (f,, dp)
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(3.3°, 0.15°) measured at the inbound shock cross-
ing. As can be seen, there is a marked improvement
in the agreement near the bow shock and quite good
agreement throughout the ionosheath for both the
magnitude and the individual magnetic field com-
ponents. In addition to illustrating again that
further study needs to be made of the parameter
selection process required to relate the calculated
and observational results optimally, these compari-
sons emphasize once attain the need to account in
the calculations for the actual direction of the
interplanetary solar wind flow.
To illustrate the significance of this point,
Figure 18 has been prepared to show that even a
modest change of ±6 0 in the direction of the
incident solar wind can have substant i ': erfects
on the location of the ionopause a-.^ bow wave, as
viewed in a coordinate system -.igned with the
Sun-Venus direction which i r, typical of most
presentations of observatlonal data. It would be
of considerable interest to determine how much of
the scatter of data for the location of the bow
wave may be attributable to this simple factor.
A further point of growing concern is associ-
ated with effects of significant changes down-
stream of the terminator of the ionopause shape
from that calculated 'herein. More detailed :cm-
parisons will have to be reserved for future
studies, tut the resv i ts of Figure 19 for the
theoretical characte_ stic lines emanating from
the intersection of the ionopause and the termi-
nator c:efine the region of influence of a small
inward or outward taper of the ionopause profile
downstream of the terminator. For the entire
region displayed extending downstream to more than
16 Venus radii, these results indicate that there
is no accompanying change in the location of the
bow wave. It may also be noted that the point
designated by number 2 in the Mariner 5 data from
Venus (see Spreiter and Alksne [1970] for an
earlier comparison with theory), where the lono-
sheath plasma changes from comparatively quiet
to disturbed, is rem-rkably close to the charac-
teristic lire from the term'nator. Such behavior
could result from unsteady f;uctuations of the
ionopause surface beginning approximately at the
terminator. The data from Pioneer Venui should be
examinea to determine whether this is a general
property of the plasma in the vicinity of these
characteristic lines or perhaps just the result
of some passing transient occurring at the time
of the Mariner 5 encounter.
Concluding Remarks
The present application of advanced computa-
tional procedures to the modeling of solar wind
flow past Venus was undertaken to improve the
accuracy and utility of the theoretical pred:c--
tions. Starting with the steady, dissipationlLss,
magnetohydrodynamic model for axisymmetr!c, super-
sonic, super-AlfvBnic solar wind past a nonmagnetic
planet with a shielding ionosphere, a number of
important theoretical extensions have been devel-
oped and implemented. These include the capability
for treating lower interplanetary gasdynamic Mach
numbers Mm down to about 2 and a wider variety of
ionopause shapes Including a new family of shapes
which includes the effect of gravitational varia-
tion in the scale height. Additionally, the
capability for determining the plasma gasdyn&mic
and magnetic fie l d properties along any arbitrary
trajectory, acco•,mting for an arbitrary oncoming
direction of the solar wind, '.:ab been established.
All of these developments have been incorporated
into a current computational model to enable
detailed calculations of the solar wind inter-
action with Venus. The model has been compre-
hensively described by Stahura et a1. [1980].
Also included in that account is an extensive
catalog of results for a wide range of flaw con-
ditions and ionopause shapes representative of
those that might be anticipated at Venus or at
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SOME other nonmagnetic planet with a shielding
ionosphere.
Finally, theoretical. results determined from
the model have been compared with data from two
of the earl' orbits of the Pioneer Venus orbiter
these comparisons have indicated the importance,
heretofore lergely neglected, of the directional
variability of the oncoming solar wind. These
results, taken in toto, serve to verif y the basic
theoretical model and the effectiveness of the
numerical solution, although it is evident that
further study should be applied t o certain
questions relating to interpretation of plasma
quantities like the temperature. The results
demonstrate also the value if the present theo-
retical procedures as a research tool capable of
routinely providing--at small computational cost
and in a form d'-rectly compat i ble with observa-
tions--details of the solar wind/planetary
atmosphere interaction process not previously
attainable.
With regard to future uses as well as improve-
ments of t'e crusent model, the obvi c :rs need for
a detailed stray involving comparison between
theory and observat , ons for a large number of
orbits of the Pionssr Verus orbiter is clear.
On the basis of the preliminary comparisons for
" p its 3 and 6 the calculated magu2tic field
ap p ears to be remarkably accurate for relatively
qui?ttime conditions. Similar comparisons of the
plasma properties indicate a need for an improved
interpretation of the results from the single-fluid
theory in terms of multicomponent measurements.
Questions regarding the possible supp . ession by
the interplanetary magnetic field of the number
of degrees of freedom of the plasma require
further study and could be clarified through
systematic comparisons with data. Additionally,
observations from the Piumeer Venus orbiter of
the nightside ionosphere of Venus have revealed
a more complex and dynamic structure than sus-
pected. These observations point, in particular,
toward the need for improvement of the simple
model used in the present method for the deter-
mination of the ionosphere boundary downstream of
the terminator. This improved determination would
involve an iterative procedure in which a balance
of the sum of the solar wind gasdynamic and
magnetic pressures along the ionopause surfa,-e
would be maintained against the ionospheric pres-
sure, not necessarily assumed to be spherically
symmetric	 The present method, which balances
the extended Newtonian gas plus magnetic pressure
distribution against the ionospheric p-eesure,
might represent the first step of such an itera-
tion; but it is also possible that dynamic effects
associated with intermittently passing volumes of
magnetized plasma torn fron. more upstream regions
e
i^
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of the ionopause might greatly impair the general
utility of any stationary model for the ionopause
downstream of the terminator. This is another
important topic awaiting further study.
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